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Lesson 1. The Excel screen
Minimise, Maximise
and Close buttons for
Excel Window
Minimise, Restore
and Close buttons
for spreadsheet
Window

Ribbon

Formula Bar

“Tabs” which allow you to change to a
different page of the spreadsheet

Black rectangle
shows current cell
reference

To move around the cells:
either: move the mouse over the relevant cell and click the left-hand button,
or:

use the cursor keys.

To move:
to the last cell in the column press Ctrl ↓
to the first cell in the column press Ctrl ↑
to the last cell in the row press Ctrl →
to the first cell in the row press ←
Note that a column contains 1,048,576 cells and a row contains 16,384 cells!
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Note the orange
shaded E and 14
buttons because
current cell is E14
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Lesson 2. The Quick Access toolbar, and Help
Quick Access toolbar
The undo key

is found on what is called the Quick Access toolbar which is at the top left of

the screen.
Use the undo key
to undo something
you have just
done. If you want
to undo more than
one thing, click the
key to the right
and you will see
up to 100 actions
that you can undo.
You can also use
the shortcut keys
Ctrl Z.
The Quick Access
toolbar also has the
button to save
your file under the
existing name.
You can change
the Quick Access toolbar to show below the ribbon if you prefer. Click at the end of the
toolbar and click Show below the ribbon. To return it to the top click and click Show above
the ribbon

Help
You can find help by clicking on the
right hand side of the menu bar.

button at the

Click in the search area and type a word or words
describing your query and click
A list of possible helps will be shown below and you can
click on one that looks promising. If it is not what you
want then click
at the top left to return to the list
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Lesson 3. Menus and toolbars/ribbons
About ribbons
As you click on a menu (Home, Insert, Page Layout etc) the whole of the toolbar, or ribbon, will
change to show tools related to that topic.
On occasions the menus will change. For example, if you are dealing with a table you will see
the menus Design and Layout appear on the right.
The tools on the ribbons are arranged in groups according to topic, and the topic name is shown
underneath
In the example below we are viewing the Home ribbon. Note that the tab for this is a lighter
colour. The tools are arranged into 7 groups, Clipboard, Font, Alignment, Number, Styles, Cells
and Editing.

To view a dialogue box showing all options
for these groups you can click on the
symbol at the right of the bar showing the
group name. For example, clicking on
for
Font will show the dialogue box right:

Keyboard method to change ribbons
Press and hold the Alt key.

You will see letters appearing over commands. You can then (still holding down the Alt key)
press the relevant key, e.g. Alt M for Formulas
Keep holding the Alt key down and you will see the relevant letter(s) for each item on the
ribbon
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With the Alt key still held down you can then press the letter(s) required.

Lesson 4. Entering and Editing Data
Entering data
To insert text into a cell, move the cursor to that cell and begin typing. You will see the text
appear in two places. When you have finished typing the text press ↵.
The area at the top where the data is shown is
called the “Formula bar” because you see the
formula used to get the result shown in the
cell.

Editing Text
If you need to edit the text move the cursor to the relevant cell, move to the formula bar and
click the left-hand mouse button. Use the cursor keys to move around the text and overtype or
insert the text.
You will notice that while you are editing 4 buttons are shown to the left of the formula bar.
The down pointing arrow at the left is always present and cannot be used while
editing (it is to do with named ranges – not covered in this course)
If you wish to scrap your editing you can click on this to cancel changes (or press ESC)
If you wish to accept the editing either click here or press ↵ or the cursor key for the
direction in which you want to move
Click here to insert a function: More on this later.
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Lesson 5. Opening a File
Click
. You will see a list of most recently edited files at the right. If your file is there, click
its name to open it.
If the file is not in the Recent Documents list click
Otherwise, click
and click
Select from the Look
in box the drive and
directory in which
you wish to save the
file.
Click on the file
name you want to
open
Click
,

button or click Ctrl O

(You can also double
click on the file name
to open it.)
The following
buttons may be
useful:
Use this button to return to the previous directory level
This would delete the file or files you have highlighted
This creates a new folder, which you can then name
Click on the down arrow to choose from different file listing views:
Thumbnails is useful only for graphics – the icons representing the files
show the contents
Tiles shows large pictures representing the application, with the file name
beside
Icons lists files with a small picture representing the application, and the
filename beside
Details shows file size, type, date modified, date created etc.
Properties shows when it was created, changed, how many word/lines etc
Preview adds a pane to the side which shows the selectected document text

Different ways to open documents
In the File,Open dialogue box selct the drive filename etc and click on
the down arrow at the right of the
button.
Open: the normal option
Open Read-Only: no changes can be saved to the original file – you
would have to save under a new name
Open as Copy: creates a copy with the words Copy(n) of before the
original name (where n is a number)
Open in Browser: this is only available if you are opening a web page
Open and Repair: will attempt to repair a faulty file
6
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Lesson 6. Creating a new workbook
An ordinary blank workbook
To start a new document with the Blank Workbook template click
on Blank Workbook. You can also use Ctrl N

, New and double click

Using other templates on which to base a new document
If you want to use any other template go to

, New

Double click on an option on the left to start a new document based
on the relevant template
Once you have started your new document you should see in the title
bar at the top of the window something like
, indicating
that (in this case)
• It is the first new document which has been created in this session
• It has not been saved yet since it has no name of its own
• It was based on the Petty Cash Request template
Note: A template is a “blue print” for text, graphics and formatting of
a workbook.
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Lesson 7. Text, Numbers and Dates
Numbers
Excel can easily differentiate between text and numbers. If you type a number into a cell Excel
will recognise it as a number and right justify it.

Text
If you type anything other than straight numbers, e.g. “ME3 5GT”, or “5X” Excel will decide by
default that the entry is text and left justify it.

Numbers as text
You may wish to type a number (e.g. the year 2001) as a column heading. To ensure that the
heading cannot accidentally be involved in a calculation you must define the number as text by
entering a single quote before the number e.g. ‘2001. The quote mark will not be shown in the
cell but will be visible in the formula bar.
When you do this the cell will have a green triangle in the top left corner. This
indicates that Excel thinks there is something strange about the cell. Click the cell.
You will see
. Move onto
this to see an explanation.

We know this is OK! To get rid of the warning click the

.

From the menu shown right, click Ignore Error.
The warning will be removed from the cell.

Numbers as Dates
If you type something in the form n/n or n/n/m (or n-n etc) it will be read as a date if at all
reasonable, (if unreasonable it will be read as text). To avoid this, enter it as text.
E.g 1/8 will be translated to

, while 213/321 will be taken as text.

To force 1/8 to be read as text type ’1/8. Don’t forget the leading apostrophe!
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Lesson 8. Selecting/Highlighting cells
Cells
To select a group of cells, click on the first, hold down the left mouse
button and drag to the last. Release the mouse button. The selected cells
will turn grey, with a black border as shown right.
Note that the cell you started from will remain white, but is included within
the black border and is therefore selected.

Column
To select a complete column click on the column letter button at the top of the
worksheet. The column will turn grey – except for the first cell.
Remember that in doing this you will select 1,048,576 cells!!!!

Row
To select a complete row click on the row letter button at the left of
the worksheet. The row will turn grey– except for the first cell
Remember that in doing this you will select 16,384 cells!!!!
Note: You can select columns, rows, or cells which are
not next to one another by clicking on the first and then
holding the Ctrl key on the keyboard down while you
click on the other columns, rows and/or cells.
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Lesson 9. Formulae
To enter a formula in the cell you must, first type the “equals” sign and then type the formula.
If the ‘=’ is left out the formula will be treated as text.

Formula Display
When you move to a cell containing a formula the result will be displayed in the cell but the
formula itself is displayed in the Formula Bar and can be edited there.

Using cell references
Formulae should use cell references. e.g. =A2*A4/F5 means multiply the contents of cell A2
by the contents of cell A4 and divide by the contents of F5. The advantage of this is that if the
content of a cell changes, the formulae based on that cell automatically recalculate and the
results are updated. It is also sensible to include numbers where they are known constants.
E.g. =2*3.146*B3 where the formula is 2πr (the circumference of a circle). The 2 and the π are
constants

Calculation Operators
Operator
Meaning
+
Addition
Subtraction
Negation

Example
=4+2
=4-2
=5*-4

Result
6
2
-20

Operator
*
/
^

Meaning
Multiplication
Division
Exponentiation

Example
=4*2
=4/2
=4^2

Result
8
2
42, 16

Operator Order
Operators are evaluated in a predefined order as follows:
- % ^ * and / + and - & = <

>

<=

>=

<>

Overriding the operator order
Use brackets to override the default order of evaluation. Thus the formula =100*2+50 produces
250 while =100*(2+50) produces 5200. Note that you can have brackets inside brackets.

Summation
A frequent calculation is the summation (adding up) of a series of cells and Excel has a shortcut
for this. Highlight a column or row of cells which you wish to add and, from the Formulas
ribbon, click
. Excel immediately places the result in a new cell beneath the
column, or to the right of the row.
The cell will contain a formula of the form =SUM(C15:C20) SUM is the summation command
and C15:C20 means cells C15, C16 up to and including C20.

Other quick formulae
Highlight the cells as before and, from the Formulas ribbon, from the
Function Library group, click on the down arrow of
The menu shown right appears. Select the required option. These will
be explained further in Lesson 11
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Lesson 10. Sheets
Using sheets
When you create a new file (or “workbook”) you will have three separate pages within that file.
Looking at the bottom left of the screen, you will see tabs as follows:
In the example the tab for Sheet1 is white. This means that
Sheet1 is the current sheet.

Changing sheets
To change to another of these sheets just click on the relevant tab.

Renaming sheets
To rename a sheet, either click with the right mouse button on the sheet tab and select Rename
or just double click on the tab. Then type the new name and press Enter.

Inserting sheets
To add a new sheet to your workbook click on the
at the right of the sheet tabs. A new
sheet will be added at the end. You can then rename this and move it if necessary.

Moving sheets
To change the order in which your sheets appear, click on a sheet tab which you wish to move
and, holding down the left mouse button, drag the sheet along until the arrow shows the position
in which you wish to place the sheet. Release the mouse
button.
In the example shown right Sheet3 is being moved after
Sheet1. Note the small black arrow

Deleting sheets
To delete a sheet click on the relevant sheet tab and, from the Home ribbon, click
and Delete Sheet.
or right click on the relevant sheet tab and select delete.

Formulae involving sheets
If you have data for, say, January, on Sheet1 and for February on Sheet2 you may wish to have a
summary of those on sheet3.
Build a formula for this by moving to cell B2 on Sheet3 and typing the “=” sign and then
clicking the required sheet tab (say, sheet1) and then the required cell (say B2), type the “+” sign
and then click on the next sheet tab (say, sheet2) and cell (say, B2). Continue until the formula is
complete and then press the Enter key , Do not return to the results cell before pressing Enter
You should then see the formula =Sheet1!B2+Sheet2!B2. You can also type this formula,
defining the sheet name, followed by ! and then by the cell reference, but it is usually easier to
build it using the previous method.
You can also quickly sum the contents of the same cell on many sheets: From the Formulas
ribbon, in the Function Library group, click on the
button, then click the tab for
the first sheet and click the required cell. Hold the Shift key down and click on the last sheet
and the required cell. You will see something like =SUM(Sheet1:Sheet5!B46) where cell B46
on Sheet1, Sheet2, Sheet3, Sheet4 and Sheet5 are added.
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Lesson 11. Functions
Excel has many functions that can be used to handle data.

Inserting a function
First move to the cell in which you wish to
place the function then, from
the Formulas ribbon, in the
FunctionLibrary group, click
Insert Function
or just click the Function Wizard
the formula bar.

from

Either type in the function you want to
perform, and click Go or scroll through the
list and select which function you want to
use. The format of the selected function,
with its arguments (i.e. the information
you must provide) is shown followed by a
brief description of the purpose of the
function.
Once you have clicked on your chosen function, click
The box shown right appears.This
obviously varies according to the
chosen function.
Click in each box to add the relevant
cell reference(s). Either type them
or click on the
button and then
on the spreadsheet and drag across
the relevant cell(s). Click
to
return to the full box.
Click
once you have
completed all necessary
details. (details in bold type are
required whilst others are optional)

Typing a function
You do not have to use the function option to insert a function. Once you know how to use a
particular function you may just type it in the cell (preceded by an = sign of course!) but you
must ensure that you remember to put brackets and commas where necessary.

Common functions
Where range is a defined range of cells, e.g. A1:A23
MAX(range): Gives the maximum number in the range
COUNT(range): Counts how many numbers the cells contain (i.e. doesn’t count cells with text
or blank cells) MIN(range): Gives the minimum number in the range
AVERAGE(range): calculates the average of the numbers in the range
12
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Lesson 12. Inserting Rows, Columns and Cells
You may have forgotten to put in your row or column headings and need to insert a row or
column, or have missed a figure out in a row or column and need to insert a cell, moving the rest
of the data either down or to the right.

Inserting a row
Highlight the whole row below the position you want the new row (by clicking on the row
number). From the Home ribbon, in the cells group, click

Inserting multiple rows
To insert more than one row, select the number of rows which you wish to insert, starting from
the row which you wish to insert above and dragging down. From the Home ribbon in the Cells
group, click
selected row.

usual and the selected number of rows will be inserted above the top

Inserting a column
Highlight the whole column to the right of where you want the new column (by clicking on the
column letter) or a cell in the column. From the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click

Inserting multiple columns
To insert more than one column, select the number of columns which you wish to insert, starting
from the column which you wish to insert to the left of and dragging to the right. From the
Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
as usual and the selected number of columns
will be inserted to the left of the first selected column.

Inserting a cell or cells
Click on a cell above or to the left of which you wish to insert a
cell and from the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click the down
arrow at the right of
. Click Insert Cells
You must then choose whether you want to move the existing
data to the right to make room for the new cell, or downwards.
Click in the circle to the left of your choice and then click on OK.
If you highlight more than one cell then that number of cells will
be inserted above or to the left of the first cell in the selection

13
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Lesson 13. Deleting
There are two main concepts of deletion

Removing a row, column or cell and its contents from the spreadsheet:
Row or column
Select the relevant row, column or cell and from the Home ribbon, in the Cells group, click
, or right mouse click and select Delete. If you highlighted a complete row or column,
or several rows/columns, the row(s) or column(s) will be removed.
Cells
Select the relevant cell or cells and from the Home ribbon, in the Cells
group, click the down arrow beside
. Click Delete Cells. You
must then choose whether you want to fill the gap created by the cells on
the right - Shift Cells Left, or from below - Shift Cells Up.
Click in the circle that relates to your choice and then click

Deleting, or clearing, the contents of the cell and/or its
formatting
To do this highlight the relevant cell or cells and From the Home ribbon, in the Editing group
click
Select from the menu whether to clear the formatting of the cell (e.g. the
date formatting), the contents (e.g. data or formula) or comments,
(covered in a later course) You can also choose Clear All which will
delete formatting, contents and comments.
Click on the item of your choice.

Shortcuts for clearing the cell contents
1. Highlight the cell or cells and pressing the Delete key on the keyboard.
2. Highlight the cell or cells:
Click on the small black square at the bottom right of the highlighted area, hold down the
mouse button and drag to the top left to clear the contents from
all the cells in the selection.
Note that the cells whose contents will be cleared turn grey, (but the
top left cell remains white) and you can partially delete the selected
area by releasing the mouse button when the relevant cells are grey.
Small black square

In the case shown on the right, if the mouse button is released now
the lower two rows will be cleared of their contents.
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Lesson 14. Saving The File
Saving a new file
To save a previously unsaved file either click on the
click

icon on the Quick Access toolbar or

, Save As and the dialogue box below will appear.

Click on the downward pointing arrow at the Right of the Save in: box to select the drive in
which you wish to save the file.
The files and folders contained in that drive are listed in the white area below the drive.
Double click on a folder name to change to that folder, if necessary.
In the File name: box, type in the name of the file (maximum 255 characters), the extension
.xlsx will be added by Excel automatically. (This extension indicates that the file was created in
Excel 2007)
Note: The Save file as Type box allows you to change the format of the saved file. For
example, you may choose to save the file in an earlier version of Excel to share it with someone
else.

Saving changes to an existing file
Once you have saved the file once you need only click on the

icon on the Quick Access

toolbar or click
, Save As and the document will be saved to the same drive and folder, and
with the same name as before. In this instance the above dialogue box will not appear.

Saving an existing file to a different drive or folder and/or with a different name
Click
, Save As. The dialogue box shown above will appear and you can choose a different
drive, folder or type a new name for the file.
Note that you will be creating a new copy of the file in the new drive or folder. Or with a new
name in the same folder. You may want to save the file under its existing place before you save
to another drive or name
15
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Lesson 15. Controlling Column Width
For most of these options there are two methods, one directly using the mouse, and the other
using the menus:

Making a column wider or narrower
Using the mouse
Move the cursor to the line at the right hand side of the column letter of the column you wish to
change, where the cursor will change to a double arrow (Note that in the picture we are changing
the size of column D)
Click the left mouse button and drag the cursor to the right to make it wider, release the left
button when the column is the desired size.
Using the menus
Select the column or columns and from the Home ribbon and
the Cells group click
, Column Width
Type a width in the Column width option and click OK.
The number represents the number of digits of the standard font
which the column will show. The maximum width is 255
e.g. to show the number 123.45 you would need a width of 6.

Hiding a column
Using the mouse
As in making a column wider or narrower drag the cursor to the left so the column has a width
of 0. It is now hidden. (Note the yellow box which appears – giving the column width . Make sure it shows 0.00!)
Using the menus
Select the column or columns you wish to hide and from the Home ribbon in the Cells group,
click
, Hide & Unhide, Hide Columns

Revealing a hidden column
Using the mouse
Move the cursor slightly to the right of the line at the right of the column letter before the hidden
one.
The cursor will change to that shown (note that there is a double vertical line). You can then
drag this to the right to reveal the hidden column.
Using the menu
Select the column to the left of the hidden column and drag to select the column to the right.
(Note that now the hidden column is selected). From the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
, Hide & Unhide, Unhide Columns

Automatically making the column wide enough for its contents.
The mouse and menu methods have slightly different effects:
Using the mouse
Double click on the line at the right of the column letter to make the column just wide enough
for the widest item in the whole column
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Using the menus
Select the relevant cells and from the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
,
AutoFit column width. Excel will look at the widest item in the selected cells and make the
column wide enough to show that.

Changing the standard width
When you create a new Excel file all the columns have the same set width. This referred to as
the default width. You can change this – but only using the menu.
From the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
, Default width and type in a
number. As before the number represents the number of digits (of the standard font) which the
width of the column will show.
Note: changes you make to the standard width will affect all columns except those which have
had their width individually changed.

Lesson 16. Controlling the Row Height
Making a row smaller or taller
Using the mouse
Move the cursor to the line at the bottom of the row number of the row you wish to
change, where the cursor will change to a double arrow. Click the left mouse button and
drag the row deeper, release the left button when the row is the desired depth. In the
example shown row 3 will be made smaller or taller
Using the menus
Highlight a cell in the relevant row and from the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
, Row Height.
Type in a number. You can type a height for the cell in points, from 0409.

Altering the height automatically
Using the mouse
Double click on the line below the relevant row letter. The row will become just tall enough to
fit the tallest thing in the row.
Using the menus
Select the row or rows and from the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
Row height. The row will become just tall enough to fit the tallest thing in the row.

, Autofit

Hiding a row
Using the mouse
Move the cursor to the line at the bottom of the row number of the row you wish to hide. Click
and drag up until the yellow box shows
Using the menus
Select the relevant row or rows and from the Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
Hide & Unhide, Row Hide
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Revealing a hidden row
Using the mouse
Move the cursor just below the line at the bottom of the row number prior to the hidden
row. Click and drag down to reveal the hidden row
Using the menu
Select the row above the hidden one and drag to select also the row below (note that the row
itself is now selected). Home ribbon in the Cells group, click
, Hide & Unhide,
Row Unhide.

Lesson 17. Aligning Text within a Cell
Changing the Alignment
Highlight the cells you wish to format. From the Home ribbon, click
group name. The following box will appear:

beside the Alignment

Orientation: This allows you to
change the angle at which the
text is displayed. Click on the
red dot at the end of the line
after the word Text, hold the
mouse button down and drag the
cursor round so that the word
text shows the desired angle.
e.g.

Horizontal Alignment
This controls the way the text is shown across the cell.
General formats text to the left of the cell and numerical values to the
right.
Left, Centre and Right align the contents to the left of the cell, to the
right of the cell or in the centre of the cell. You can also use the toolbar buttons:
align,
to centre, and
to right align

to left

Fill: to use this option, place a symbol (e.g. -) or collection of symbols in a cell and highlight all
cells you would like the symbol to be repeated in. Then select Format, Cell, Alignment, Fill.
The symbol(s) will be repeated as often as necessary to fill the relevant cells
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Justify will spread out the text so that it meets both sides of the cell, as in the
example on the right
Centre across Selection: Use this to put a heading across two or more cells:
Highlight several cells and then centre the contents of one cell across them all using this option.
This will create one cell and centre the text in it.(You can also use the
button on the toolbar)
Distributed: This only applies if the text in the cell is wrapped onto more than one line. The
text is justified vertically and horizontally, and automatically wrapped in the cell.

Vertical Alignment
This allows control of the cell contents up and down the cell.
Top, Centre and Bottom place the text at the top, in the middle, or at the
bottom of the cell
Justify arranges the contents so that the first line is at the top of the cell
and the last at the bottom as in the example on the right.
Distributed

Wrapping text
If the text is too long for the cell and consists of more than one word, select and click on the
Wrap Text option.

Shrink to fit
If the text in a cell is slightly too long to show you can use the shrink to fit option. This will
alter the size of text to fit the cell. If you make the cell bigger the text will automatically grow
larger to fit the new size, until it has reached its full size

Merge Cells
Highlight two or more cells and select this option to make the highlighted cells into one. If there
is text, or a number in more than one cell then all but the first will be lost.
Distributed: This only applies if the text in the cell is wrapped onto more than one line. The
text is justified vertically and horizontally, and automatically wrapped in the cell.
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Lesson 18. Copying Cell Contents
If you have many columns of figures in the spreadsheet you may require the same basic formula
for each column (or row). If you copy a formula the formula will be adjusted to fit the row to
which you copy it

To copy cell contents via the keyboard
1. Highlight the relevant cell or cells, Note that the cell you are copying from
will be outlined with a moving dotted line. (While this is in place you can
paste, and continue pasting to different cells – to remove this selection when you have
finished pasting press the ESC key on the keyboard)
2. Highlight the area where you want the cells to be copied.
3. From the Home ribbon, Clipboard group, click
(or press CTRL C, or right click and
choose Copy)
4. To copy to one destination only press ↵. To copy to the first of many cells, from the Home
ribbon, Clipboard group, click Paste and then Paste again. (or press CTRL V, or right
click and choose Paste).
Note: As soon as you select Copy the highlighted area is copied to the clipboard. The Paste
function copies from the clipboard to the highlighted cell. When you press ↵ or Esc the
selection is removed from the clipboard.

Copying with the Mouse to neighbouring cells
Highlight the cell you wish to copy.
Click here and drag over the cells you wish to copy to. (drag either horizontally
or vertically, but they must be neighbouring cells) Release the mouse button and the copy will
be made. If you are copying a formula the cell references will be adjusted relative to the
destination.
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Lesson 19. Undoing And redoing actions
Undoing actions
When you have made a mistake click on the
button on the Quick Access toolbar to undo the
last action you took. Keep clicking the
button until the particular incorrect action has been
corrected.
To the right of the undo button is a down arrow
. To undo multiple
actions click on the down arrow to see a list of actions taken.
You can move your cursor down the list to highlight
all the actions you want to undo and click on the last
one. You cannot undo actions from the middle or the
end of the list without undoing all the previous actions.

Redoing actions
If you undo too many actions by mistake you can then click on the redo
button,
on the Quick Access toolbar. This button also has a down
arrow to its right
. This will show you all actions you have undone
and you can select those you wish to redo.

Lesson 20. Preventing a Cell Reference from adjusting when copied
When calculating figures as a percentage of the total you may wish to copy a formula containing
the cell reference for the total without that cell reference changing.
For example, if you create the following formula in a cell =B2/B5 where B2 contains the
number of apples sold in January and B5 the total apples sold in the first Quarter, you may then
wish to copy the formula to cells B3. However, if we do this we will get the formula =B3/B6
since Excel will adjust both cell references. So, we want to find a way to stop B5 from changing
when the formula is copied.
To do this you must “fix” the cell reference by preceding each part by a $. e.g. $B$5. If you
copy a formula containing this cell reference it will be unchanged. This is technically called an
“absolute” cell reference – it absolutely doesn’t change!
You can also change a cell reference that is not absolute to an absolute reference by placing the
cursor inside the reference and pressing the F4 key. Pressing the key continually will cycle
through the options $A$1, $A1, A$1, and A1.
Note: The dollar sets the particular part of the reference that follows it. Thus if you copy a cell
containing $A1 the row reference will be adjusted but the column reference will not and with
A$1 the column reference will be adjusted but the row reference will not.
The following are pictorial examples of what happens to the cell reference A1 in a formula in L3
when it is copied to neighbouring cells across rows and columns:
Normal cell reference

Row has been ‘set’

Column has been ‘set’
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Lesson 21. Changing the Look of the Contents of Cells
Text in the cell can be formatted individually. If you have already typed the text highlight the
particular characters you wish to format.

Shortcuts
The buttons shown are found on the Home ribbon in the Fonts group
To format something that you are just about to type, switch on the formatting, type the text, and
then switch the formatting off.
Bold:

Ctrl B once you have type the text click Ctrl B again to switch bold off:

Italics:

or click the
button. If the button shows an range background
switched on, click again to switch off
either use Ctrl I or click the button

it is

Underlining: either use CTRL U or click the
button. You can click to choose double
underlining, in which case the button will change to show double underlining.
Changing the character appearance (Font):
Select the text, or highlight the cell(s), click the down arrow
and select from the
list. Note that Excel 2007 has fonts that earlier versions will not have. (e.g. Calibri)
Changing the size
Select the text, or highlight the cell(s), click the down arrow
and select from the list. You
can also type a number into the box and press Enter. The number represents points and can be
anything from 1 to 409. 1 point = 1 of an inch
72

The Format dialogue box
For other formatting, from the Home
ribbon, click the after the Font group
name.
Font type and size can be changed, as
above. Bold etc can be chosen.
Underlining There are two main types,
single and double. The accounting
underline options have more space
between the lettering and the lines and
also goes across the whole cell not just
the words. e.g.
and
You can also define text as Superscript or
Subscript by putting a cross in the
relevant box.
If you have chosen a different font the
Normal font option will
not have a tick by it. To return to the normal font click the box.
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Lesson 22. Changing The Way Data Shows In Cells
To format numbers in a specific form,
say given to 2 decimal places, select
Format, Cells, and the Number tab.
As you click on a category in the
column at the left the options on the
right will change to match.
Set the options to your preferences
you want to see them and click OK
Notes
Percentage: this multiplies the
original data by 100 as part of the
formatting
Accounting: the £, $ or whatever
currency sign you are set up to use,
will be placed at the left of the cell,
e.g.
instead of the
normal
As you put the cursor on any
formatted cell you will see the
unformatted contents on the editing line.

Creating custom formats
You can create your own formats by choosing Custom and entering the desired format in the
Type box e.g. to show the number to three decimal places type 0.000.
Note: # represents a number, if it appears, so the difference between 0.00 and #,##0.00 is that
the second will insert a comma after the thousands digit, if there is one, whilst the first will not.
The 0 indicates that a figure will be shown in all circumstances even if it is zero.
In date formats d stands for date, m for month and y for year, in time formats h stands for
hours, m for minutes and s for seconds. Results are as follows
Typed
d
dd
ddd
dddd

1
1
01
Sun
Sunday

Typed
m
mm
mmm
mmmm

1
1
01
Jan
January

Typed
yy
yyyy

1999
99
1999

Shortcuts
The following icons from the Home ribbon, Number group can be used as short cuts.
To increase or decrease the number of decimal places by one with each click.
To multiply a number by 100 and show it with a percentage sign
or
Number is shown to two decimal places with a currency symbol. Click
select other common currencies
To show large number with commas every three digits

to

Note: You must set the International default in Windows (Start, Control Panel, Regional and
language options) to the correct country to default to showing the correct currency symbol and
a correctly formatted date.
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Lesson 23. Bordering Cells
From the Home ribbon, and the Font group click
. This will add a line beneath the cell. If
the button varies from that shown you will get the line in whatever position is shown on the
button. To get more choices click the
require.

. You will see a list of choices. Click the option you

To change the style of line used, and/or colour etc, click the
Borders. You will see the dialogue box
shown right:

next to

and click More

There are three standard buttons at the
top:
None will remove all lines.
Outline will give a line around the
outside of all the cells you have selected
Inside will set the lines inside the cell
highlighted and ignore any lines around
the outside of the complete shape.
For specific lines, first click in the Style
box to choose a line style, and in the
Color box to chose a color, then click in
the position of the line that you would
like, or that you would like to remove , or
click the relevant button from the list
below:
adds a line at the top of top line of
cells in the selection
adds a line at the bottom of every internal cell (i.e. not the bottom row of cells)
adds a line at the bottom of the bottom line of cells in the selection
adds a diagonal line in the direction shown across every cell in the selection
adds a line down the left hand side of the left hand column of cells in the selection
adds a line down the right of every internal cell (i.e. not the right hand column of cells
adds a line down the right of the right hand column of cells
Click on a choice of formatting for the currently highlighted cells.
Once you have chosen a format that will be shown on the button, which can then be used as a
short cut for that formatting in future (until you choose another format from the list)
Draw Borders displays the borders toolbar and changes the cursor to which allows you to
draw the lines where you want them. Hold down the
mouse button and draw. This will allow you to draw boxes around areas of cells. Hold down
Ctrl at the same time to draw lines between cells as well. Hold down the Shift key to erase
boxes - hold down Ctrl and Shift to erase lines between cells too.
Note:
You can also shade cells by clicking the Fill tab from the above dialogue box.
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Lesson 24. Printing and Previewing
Printing
To print click

and click

Printer
Check that you have the correct
printer selected. To change the
printer click on down arrow at the
right of the
box.
You will then see a list of all printers
to which you are allowed to print.
Click the relevant one.
Print range
This allows you to choose to print All
the pages in the document, or a range
of pages. Note that if you want to
print pages 1 to 6 you would type 1-6.
Copies
Type in the Number of Copies field how many copies you require or use the arrow buttons to
increase or decrease the number.
If the Collate option is ticked and you print 2 copies then one complete copy of the document
will be printed, and then the 2nd copy. If the Collate option is not ticked then 2 copies of page 1
will be printed, followed by 2 copies of page 2 and so on.
Print What
In this area you can select whether to print all sheets, the Active sheet(s) i.e. selected sheet(s), or
a selection – this applies if you have already selected cells in the spreadsheet.

Print Preview
You can view on screen what will be printed. Click
. Click Print Preview. Click

and click on the down arrow beside
to view the next page, and

to view the previous page. Click

to return to the usual view of the

document.

Shortcuts
You can create shortcuts for print and Print Preview on the Quick Access toolbar.
Click the at the right of the toolbar.(
appear on the toolbar.

) Click Print Preview. You will see

Click the at the right of the toolbar.(
) Click Quick Print. You will see
appear on the toolbar. Clicking on this will print one copy of each page in the document.

Printing part of the spreadsheet
Highlight the area which you wish to print and, from the Page Layout ribbon, the Page setup
group, click Print Area and click Set Print Area
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The chosen cells will be surrounded by a dotted line and when you choose to print, either from
File, Print, with Active sheets selected, or by clicking on
you will only print this area.
To print the whole sheet again from the Page Layout ribbon, the Page setup group, click Print
Area and click Clear Print Area
Note: You can set a print area that includes several areas of cells on one sheet. Select the first
area and hold down the Ctrl key while you select another area. However, each area will be
printed on a new page.

Printing Gridlines
From the Page Layout ribbon, Sheet Options group, under the Gridlines heading, click to add
a tick to

Printing Row and Column headings
From the Page Layout ribbon, Sheet Options group, under the Headings heading, click to add
a tick to

Printing Formulae
Press Ctrl ` to show the formulae in the cells. Now print the sheet and the formulae will show.
Press Ctrl ` to return to normal (The ` symbol is usually to the left of the numbers on your
keyboard, below the Esc key. The key may also show the
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Lesson 25. Changing the Page Settings
From the Page Layout ribbon, click the
next to the Page setup group name. Make
sure the Page tab is current

Orientation
You can select from Portrait or Landscape

Scaling
Use the Scaling options to fit the data on the
spreadsheet to a fixed number of pages, or to
choose a particular scaled size.
You can scale down to 10% of the original
size, or up to 400%. (The Scaling option
may not be available for all printers)
You can use Fit to if your spreadsheet is
slightly overlapping, say, onto pages 3 and 4.
You could then set the fit to options and the font will be altered to fit the data on to the required
number of pages. (If you fit 3 pages onto 1, say, then the font will become very small)
It depends how the spreadsheet is laid out as to what you would choose.
In the example shown right the spreadsheet is a little too wide for 2 pages so we would choose 1
page wide by 2 pages tall.
In the example below the spreadsheet is a little too tall for
2 pages so we would choose 2 pages wide by 1 page tall

Paper size
Make sure the Paper size is set correctly for the paper you are using (usually A4 or Letter)

First Page number
If you are printing a section from the middle of the spreadsheet but you want the first page to be
numbered as 1, say, you can set the page number for the first page by typing the relevant number
in the

box.

Shortcuts
On the Page Layout ribbon, in the Page setup group you have the following buttons
Click on
Portrait or
Landscape

Click the size of
paper you want to
use
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Lesson 26. Changing Page Margins
From the Page Layout ribbon, click the
Margins tab

next to the Page setup group name. Click the

The margins allow you to alter the
distance from the edge of the page to the
start, or end of the text. Type the
required measurement or click on the
arrows to increase ( ) or decrease ( )
by small increments.
The Header/Footer margins give the
distance from the edge of the page to the
beginning of the header, or the end of
the footer. Normally these
measurements should be inside the top
or bottom margins.
The shadowy grey lines will
alter to reflect the changes you make.

Centre on page
Click the
option to ensure
that the area you print will appear centrally across the page, i.e. with equal space either side of
the total area.
Click the
option to ensure that the area will appear centrally down the page, i.e. with
equal space above and below the total area.
Click both options to site the area you are printing completely centrally on the page.
The headers and footers will be positioned normally.

Shortcut
From the Page Layout ribbon, in the Page setup group click the icon below:
Click a present choice of margins, or click Custom margins to define your own
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Lesson 27. Changing views
You can view the document in several ways.
To change Views click the View tab
Click Normal to see the data shown as a simple spreadsheet

Click Page Layout to see the data shown as it will print on pages. You can see
what the page margins and headers and footers will look like
Click Page Break Preview to see the whole data area shown, with
dotted blue lines showing the page breaks, which you can drag wherever
you want them, and thick blue lines showing the edges of the area to be printed, which you can
also drag wherever you want them
If you regularly change the view percentage, or show more than one page at
a time or any similar change, you can save the view you use by clicking
Custom Views and then

. Type a name for the view and click

To use your view click Custom views and double click the name of the view (or single click
and then click Show). Custom Views are not available if there is a table set up anywhere in
the spreadsheet (See the Excel Intermediate course)
This will show the spreadsheet with no menu bar, ribbons or status bar.
Press Esc to return to the previous view
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Lesson 28. Producing A Chart
Highlight the area of data that you wish to use to produce a graph including your row and
column headings. From the Insert ribbon, the Chart group, click the button for the type of
chart you want to produce.
You will see a list of sub-types. Click to select one of these and then the chart will be created
within the current spreadsheet.
You will now have three new ribbons, Design, Layout, Format under the heading Chart tools.
These will only be shown while the chart is current.

Adding Labels
To add headings, from the Layout ribbon, in the Labels group click the icon for the label you
wish to add
Chart Title
This is the main heading for the chart and can be placed in a space at the top, or overlapping the
chart area. A standard heading will be inserted in the chosen place. You must then click to enter
your desired heading
Axes Titles
Primary horizontal axis This is the X-axis.
Primary vertical axis this is the Y-axis. You have the choice of placing the title so that it reads
sideways along the axis (rotated title), vertically downwards, letter by letter (Vertical title) or
horizontally beside the axis (horizontal title)
In each case a standard title will be added to the chosen position and you must then add the text.

Change Data range
If you have selected an incorrect data range, or need to add some data:
From the Design ribbon, Data group, click Select Data.
You can then select the required data on the sheet.

Changing the chart location
From the Design ribbon, Location group, click Move Chart.
You can then choose to place the chart on a sheet of it’s own by selecting New sheet and then
typing a name for that sheet in the box to the right or on a different sheet, by selecting the
desired sheet in Object In.
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Lesson 29. Moving Between The Chart And The Data
As an object on the sheet
In this case you can simply click on the chart to
edit that, or click on the data to edit that
If the chart is an object on the sheet you can
change its size by clicking on it to select it and
then moving the cursor over one of the handles,
which are shown as dots.
or
etc.
When the mouse pointer changes to a double
headed arrow or hold down the left mouse
button and move the mouse
To move the chart Look for the
symbol and
hold the left mouse button down to drag it to a
new position

As a new sheet
At the bottom of the screen you will see tabs which
indicate the different pages of your “Workbook”. Once
you have created a chart on a new sheet you will see a new tab called “Chart1” (or whatever you
named it). To see the chart click on this tab. To view the data click on the relevant tab (e.g.
“Sheet1”)
Note: You can change the text on the tab by double clicking on it and typing the new text
e.g.
The maximum number of characters for a tab name is 31.

Lesson 30. Printing the Chart
As an object on the sheet
If you have clicked on the sheet so that the sheet is current when you select File, Print the print
out will be show the data and the graph, just as you see it on
the spreadsheet as shown left.
If you want the chart to fill the page then click the chart so
that it is current and then select File, Print and only the chart
will be printed as
shown right.

As a new sheet
Once you have clicked on the sheet tab for the chart
when you select File, Print the cart will be printed full
page as shown right.
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Lesson 31. Adding new series/data
First of all make sure that the chart is “current”, i.e. click on the chart if it is an object on the
sheet, or click on the chart tab if it is a separate sheet.

Adding a new Series
We have now added a row for bananas and we wish to include this in our Chart.
From the Design ribbon, Data group, click Select Data.
Click the
the list.

button. A new series is added to

Click in the Series Name box , then click in the
spreadsheet and highlight the cell containing the text
label for the series (e.g. Bananas) – click the
button to fold the box away so that you can see
the spreadsheet. Click the button to open the box again
Next click in the Series Values box and highlight the cells containing the data values in the
spreadsheet (use
and
as before).
Click OK

Adding new data to a series
Supposing, in our example, you now have data for 2004. We
need to add it to our chart.
From the Design ribbon, Data group, click Select Data.
The original area used will be outlined in the spreadsheet as
shown right. Hold the Shift key down on the keyboard, and
press the right arrow on the keyboard to increase the selection to
include the new column. Click OK
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Lesson 32. Changing layout
The Legend
The legend is the key to explaining your chart if you have more than one series of
data
From the Layout ribbon, click
and if so where it should be positioned

and choose whether you want a legend,

Data Table
You can choose to show the raw data under the chart
From the Layout ribbon, click
where it should be positioned.

and choose whether you want the table, and if so

Lesson 33. General editing
Text
You can edit heading text within the chart by clicking and then clicking again.
To change the format of text boxes of the text they contain, Right click on the text box and click
Format Chart Title (or whatever Text it is)

General rule for changing elements
If you want to change it Right click it and choose Format! You should then see a
dialogue box that offers options for changing whatever item you double clicked.
The options are divided into groups, and the groups names are shown in the left
column. E.g. for a series the option groups are shown right
Take care you know what the description at the top of the dialogue box says. A
common mistake is changing a Data point instead of the data series
You will change the particular data point for apples in 2001 if the selection which you double
click is as shown below. (Notice the selection boxes around the 2001 column)

You will change the data series if the selection which you double click is as shown below
(Notice the selection boxes in all columns)
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